
SC 2- INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY/ENTRANCE MORNING

START

CALLIE opens the doors to her school and walks towards her
locker. She's listening to music and we hear it from her POV.
Just when her best friend, ISABELLA/BELLA (16-17 years old),
JACIE (16-17 years old), and DEVIN (16-17 years old) run up to
her excited. CALLIE pulls the headphones out and the music fades
to nothing.

CALLIE
Whoah, hi guys!

BELLA
Did you see, did you see?

CALLIE
See what?

BELLA
Mr.Cooper picked the spring musical.
We're doing Bring It On!

JACIE
You have to audition.

DEVIN
You'd be a perfect Campbell.

CALLIE
Oh, that's great!

They can tell that CALLIE isn't feeling 100% and is slightly
overwhelmed by this news.

BELLA
Sorry. I know that you're just getting
back into things. I was just hoping
that it would excite you enough to
audition for this show.

CALLIE
It's really ok. I know not everybody's
lives turned upside down like mine did.



CALLIE shuts her locker and they start walking together.

CALLIE
I don't know if I'm going to. What do
you guys think?

DEVIN
Callie, it's up to you. I know you're
going through a lot so it could be
overwhelming.

JACIE
If you do decide to we'd all pitch in
to help you in any way we can.

BELLA
Hey, you already know my answer.
Obviously we want to do it all together
but I don't want you to feel any sort
of pressure. I think you should ask
Nick and definitely pray about it too.
Maybe it could be good for you to
involve yourself in something that can
create a community for you.

They stop and CALLIE takes in what BELLA is saying. She knows
that BELLA is right. BEN wouldn't want her to just stop doing
everything she loves.

BELLA
I love you, remember that. I'm always
thinking about you.

DEVIN
Me and Jacie have to go turn these
forms into the front desks.

JACI
We'll be back.

BELLA
I've gotta run to my locker really
quick but I'll catch up with you.

END


